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About This Game

Join Pupuru, a hard working student, on a delectable roguelike adventure filled with excitement, humour, thrills and all the curry
you can eat as you quest to save your favourite local curry restaurant from being swallowed up by the big bad curry chain that's

moved into town!

Take part in a meaty dungeon-crawling quest to discover four ultimate ingredients needed to make the "Legendary Magic
Curry"! Explore dungeons that change shape each time you visit them, battle crazy creatures, collect items and cook up a curry

to boost your characters! Can you save the town of Smile Curry, or will you never again eat your favourite spicy dish?!

· Quest for Curry - Arm yourself, stock up on Skills and then venture forth into the many dungeons, filled with weird and
wonderful monsters, handy items and - of course - the freshest curry ingredients!

· Share your curry with "friends" - A strange quest needs a strange group of companions! Share your food with your gluttonous
but brave friend, Kuu, to power him up, hang out with Puni, servant of the Great Curry God and ignore the attentions of

Gigidos, the ever-so-slightly creepy Dark Lord of the Netherworld.

· Behold, the Power of Curry! – Create delicious curry dishes from the ingredients you find in the ever-changing dungeons to
boost your stats, or throw your cooking failures at your enemies to nerf their abilities!
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Title: Sorcery Saga: Curse of the Great Curry God
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
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Idea Factory
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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great little physics puzzle game. Phantom Jump is definitely a challenging game. There will be moments when you'll
(\u251b\u25c9\u0414\u25c9)\u251b\u5f61\u253b\u2501\u253b but it's worth the time. I really enjoy the graphics which are
neat and pleasant to the eyes. Awesome game!. This game is pretty freaking fun! It's a bit of a learning curve, but amazing
cooperative hack n slash action and diverse classes with unique playstyles make it well worth the time invested. (plus 69% off,
how do you beat that). So I got this on sale for $1.99. I can definitely recomend this game if you find it on sale. I think it plays
well even though I think hitting the ball is just a little too sensitive (what I mean is that it seems you hit the ping pong ball very
hard with just normal taps). This sensitivity makes serving more difficult than it needs to be. It feels like you're barely touching
the ball to get an accurate serve.

Anyways, I had fun. The AI is pretty good at giving you a challenge, depending on the difficulty you choose. I also like how you
can move the table in three different ways to get a better look at the action. You can also move the tilt of your paddle.

Sale price rating 7/10 great family fun for the price

UPDATE 9/25
I should have put this on my original review.  I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and the game played with
no issues.  I'm not sure why game doesn't add Oculus compatibility in the store page

Also, the arcade modes are fun, but can be frustrating. Also the leaderboards are crazy (how did people score that high?).
Incredibly addictive, I can play this game for hours straight without realising just taking over enemy sectors,
Incredibly well optimised, at one point I swear there were at least 300 seeking missles flying all over the place without any lag.
You can be very creative with the tools, I always build my ships purely for utility, not for looks, yet they still come out looking
quite amazing.
Endless mods that introduce unique weapons and factions to the game for when you get bored with the vanilla ones.

One of my favourite games for sure.. Unfortunately too psychedelic to properly focus on how to piece the triangles together. As a
result, if you get stuck on a puzzle, you are stuck forever.. Really good game/experience especially being free, ive paid money
and havent got this good of quality out games. I look forward to i guys making another game or experience. Great job.
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It wasn't a bad chapter, it was good as the two other ones in fact, but my biggest hate was how short it was, I'm afraid to say that
I almost regretted the purchase, especially when it had only 30 pages compared to chapter 2, which had 50 pages, for the same
price. Please extend the chapters next time.. Such a disappointment... I bought a new PC for this game and I will be playing
X3AP with Litcube universe again.... the concept is good but the game is full of bugs. i cant get past the first couple of missions
due to bugs like indentured servant is placed to close to the nearest docking ship and gets blown up by the docking station..
Now, as an European individual I did not get many of the refrences, since this game mocks Russia. I have not finished the game
yet, but I got 2 hours on it, and I think that's enough on a parody game. The movement is slow, and weird. Car driving isn't that
great. Some missions are hard as ♥♥♥♥, and the graphics aren't that great. But one part that made me laugh like I never did
since the latest TAWoG episode. The voice acting is straight up awesome and humorous. The sounds in the game made me
laugh uncontrolably for a few good minutes. The radio news are very sarcastic and dry comedy is dripping from every line in the
whole game. Now, if you want to have a laugh, then buy this game! If you're into great games, then what are you doing here, on
a parody game that's clearly GTA: VC but more comedy.

Now, I'll give this game the benifit of the doubt and recommend it since it's a parody and because of it's very funny dialogues.
Also, if you're a casual player and don't like playing hardcore, then you should not buy this, since there are some hard missions
to complete before you even reach halfway through the game. (!). Great game, highly recommended!. Good And Funy. Do not
get it when you have a Mac. The game runs, but there are technical problems. These problems are things like oversized mouse
cursors that cover up text and important dialogs. This makes the game not very enjoyable to play on a Mac. Unfortunately their
technical support seems to be unresponsive.

On Windows it runs fine. So get it when you plan to use Windows, but not for Mac.. Great Game. Nostalgic. Highly
Recommended!. It kept me entertained for about 20 minutes, and then I realized I had done everything the game has to offer..
See it in action before you buy it. I am posting a link to my first impressions of the game.
I am marking this as recommended even though my thoughts are mixed about the game.
Check it out for yourself and see what you think.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRmHSCA0i3s
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